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Citation tracking

• Citation tracking is an umbrella term for multiple 
methods which directly or indirectly collect 
related references from so-called "seed 
references". (Hirt et al)

• Citation tracking is also called citation analysis 
or cited reference searching - a way of 
measuring the relative impact or an author, 
article, or publication, by counting the number 
of times that author, article, or publication has 
been cited by other publications. 



Backwards citation searching (reference chasing)

• Use a reference list or 
bibliography from journal 
articles, reports etc. to identify 
sources 

• Locating what has been 
identified as relevant 

• These sources will be older
than the source citing them

Ref 1
Ref 1

Ref 2

Ref 3



Forwards citation searching (cited reference searching)

Cited 
ref

Cited 
ref 2

Cited 
ref 3

• Forward citation searching (or cited 
reference searching) is, essentially, the 
inverse of backward citation searching!

• Use the seed paper as the starting point and 
identify the sources who have cited it.  

• These sources will be newer than the seed 
paper.

• Only some databases are capable of doing 
this. They are often referred to as a “citation 
indices” or “citation databases”.



Who? 
• Librarians and Information Specialists

– As a starting point when scoping a topic
– As part of a SR, scoping review or significant lit review

• Researchers
– As a starting point when scoping a topic
– As part of a SR or significant lit review

• Students
– As a starting point when scoping a topic
– As part of a lit review



Citation chasing of 
key papers and SRs

Citation chasing of 
included studies

Source: Yale Medical Library

When?



Citation Tracking (Hirt et al)
• Direct backward citation tracking of cited references is currently the most common citation tracking 

method. 

• Recent guidance suggests that a combination of several methods (Forwards, backwards and co-cited 
reference searching) may be the most effective way to use citation tracking for systematic reviewing

• It is quite likely that the added value of any form of citation tracking is not the same for all systematic 
reviews

• Citation tracking may be beneficial in research areas that require complex searches such as reviews of 
complex interventions, mixed-methods reviews, qualitative evidence syntheses, or reviews on public 
health topics. 

• Research areas without consistent terminology or with vocabulary overlaps with other fields, such as 
methodological topics, may also benefit from the use of citation tracking 

• Hence, tailored and evidence-guided recommendations on the use of citation tracking are strongly 
needed



Sources and Tools
• There is a growing range of new sources and tools to improve our ability to do 

citation tracking, however, no single database covers all works that cite other 
works. 

• Searching across several databases is necessary to ensure complete coverage.

• Sources – where do you search

• Tools – What to use to interrogate /analyse the references 



Dimensions





Dimensions
• Free account available
• Good export functions (log-in required)





Import results into Endnote (or other reference 
managers)

• Export full record (CSV)
• Export for bibliographic mapping (VosViewer/ 

CiteSpace)
• Export for reference manages (Endnote/Zotero etc)



Lens • Free to use
• Free account (for non-profit orgs) needed to access 

the export functions



Lens



Lens



Lens



Semantic Scholar



Semantic Scholar



Google Scholar

• Often finds a higher 
number of ‘cited by’ 
references

• Includes cited references
from university repositories 
(including theses and 
dissertations) and higher 
non-English language 
content



Google Scholar



Google Scholar

• No batch export function –
major limitation!

• Doesn’t export abstracts, 
so challenging if records 
are needed for screening

• Doesn’t provide a list of
article references – cite-
by references only



Google Scholar



Summary of features

Abstracts Related articles Citations and 
references?

Has an export 
function

Dimensions

Lens

Semantic Scholar Cumbersome

Google Scholar No Citations only Cumbersome



Tools 



Harzing’s Publish or Perish 8



Harzings Publish or Perish 8



Harzing’s Publish or Perish 8



Citation Chaser



Citation Chaser

• https://estech.shinyapps.io/citationchaser/



Citation Chaser



Citation Chaser



Citation Chaser



Research Rabbit

• New tool that combines citation 
tracking and citation mapping

• Retrieves citations and references
• Imports from Zotero
• Searches semantic scholar
• Provides a network view of 

relationships



Research Rabbit



Research Rabbit



Conclusion
• Citation tracking is useful for 

exploratory scoping and citation 
chasing of included studies in a 
review

• You may need to use more than one 
citation database

• You are more likely to find linked 
citations to other journal articles and 
less likely to find citations for grey 
literature sources

• There are multiple resources and 
tools, and it is a fast changing field

Feel free to email me if you have any 
questions! 



Links

• Citation Chaser https://estech.shinyapps.io/citationchaser

• Dimensions https://www.dimensions.ai/

• Google Scholar https://scholar.google.com

• Harzing’s Publish or Perish 8 (download required) https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish

• Lens https://www.lens.org/

• Research Rabbit www.researchrabbit.ai

• Semantic Scholar www.semanticscholar.org
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